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PIB Applications for the 2021-2022 
school year are available on our 
website!  If you know any 5th graders 
that would be interested, please 
encourage them to apply.  We also may 
have a few spots for 7th and 8th graders 
next year as well.  If you are currently 
in the program and in good standing, 
you do not need to apply again.  

Parents, when emailing teachers would 
you please include your students name 
in the email so we know which student 
is yours so that we can answer your 
questions as quickly as possible.  Thank 
you for your help!

Do you need help with a class outside 
of the times available with the 
Homework Hotline.  Robinson has a 
plan for you!  We have teachers 
scheduled for help sessions available 
Tuesday-Friday before school at lunch 
and after school.  Visit  
https://bit.ly/RAMSHELPh to see what  
help sessions are available.  

Have questions about homework? The 
Homework Hotline is here to help! 
Students at all grade levels who have 
questions about their assignments, as 
well as parents and guardians who 
need support while helping their child 
at home, can call or email the 
Homework Hotline. The Homework 
Hotline is open Monday through 
Thursday from 3:30 – 7:30 p.m. Call for 
help: 973-4411. 

Need help with math homework?  
Carnegie has developed a website to 

give hints to all practice problems.  Visit  
https://livehint.com/ for help with 
practice problems in the homework. 

Student Technology Issues?
• Chromebooks only has so much 

space, if they have a lot of tabs open 
& a Teams Meeting, that can be an 
issue too. Teams is a huge memory 
user.

• Restarting Chromebooks daily to 
help make sure they are up-to-date 
as well.

• Clear the Browsing History and 
Cache by pressing Ctrl + H and clear 
data from both basic and advanced 
tabs.

• Mi-Fi Issues: 
• Unplug & plug in (like a cox cable 

box) can help if constant issues 
are happening.

• Making sure it has a power source 
during usage can help.

• The farther a way they are from 
it, the weaker the connection.

• Can it be by a window or at least 
the fewest walls possible.
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Username:  pupil iD
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Class Schedule 
for Next Week:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Upcoming High School 

Information
Northwest Early College 

Presentation

Wednesday, December 9 1:00pm 

Link:  https://bit.ly/RMSWed

East IB Informational Meeting  

Wednesday, December 9

6:00-7:00 pm; Click here to Join

https://bit.ly/RAMSHELPh
https://livehint.com/
http://bit.ly/RMSTech911
https://bit.ly/RMSWed
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_NzA2NTQzMmItMjQ1OC00NTk1LTgwNzEtMWMzMjdlMjUxMGUx%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%224c8e5fff-8339-44f1-8c5a-7cf5e537e6da%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22ac66dde1-d504-4e4d-a570-801502351130%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d


Sixth Grade PIB
Berry—Math Berry—Science

Brown—Language Arts Brown—Social Studies

Callard—Language Arts Callard—Research

Polson—Spanish Taylor—Math

Students did an excellent job on the ratio unit and 
learned the material very quickly. Please encourage 
your child to keep up with the lessons on Mathia. It 
has really helped many of them understand when 
they are doing the Mathia lessons that matches the 
material in class. Our next unit involves using 
percent, decimals, and fractions to solve 
problems. Please encourage students to use their 
calculators to solve the more complex problems.

We are wrapping up our cell structure unit this 
week and beginning work on the body systems 
unit. The student focus right now is to take 
useful notes, show understanding on 
assignments by writing succinct, accurate 
answers, and organize learning for 
effective pacing. I am impressed with the 
students' diligence and excellent 
questions. Keep up the good work!

Students should be doing their Refugee reading 
and summaries outside of class, so they are 
ready for class discussions. During class, we will 
spend about half the time on Refugee and the 
other half on texts from Unit 2. Unit 2 is covers
several standards, some review and some new. 
It's emphasis is mostly on informational texts.

We have finished the essay over Hammurabi's 
Code and are moving on to Ancient Egypt! The 
text book will be loaded into the files in our 
Teams if they would like some extra reading.

We continue to read the historical fiction 
narrative Refugee, by Alan Gratz. Students are 
creating timelines for each of the three 
protagonists as we focus on characterization and 
dynamic characters. Your child has an electronic 
library card for the Kansas State Library System. If 
he/she needs reading material for outside “fun” 
reading, this is a great resource.

Students have been hard at work on their Wix
websites about their oldest living relatives. 
Students should be gathering electronic copies of 
family photos for their websites and asking their 
interviewee follow-up questions. Most students 
are on track for MATHia, and some are even 
100% complete with the curriculum! However, 
some students are losing ground. You should be 
at approximately 33% complete this week.

Next week students will be condensing what we 
have been doing across three class meetings into 
two class meetings. On Tuesday they will take 
notes and interact with a Nearpod as they learn 
sensory adjectives. Wednesday students will 
have access to several independent review 
activities. On Thursday students will produce 
their own Spanish using their new vocabulary. 
There is a Google Slide assignment due Friday.

Students will be moving on to volume 2 of 
Carnegie Learning as we continue to use ratios. 
Students have been using unit ratios to find 
conversions. We have also been examining how 
proportions can be represented by graphing data 
sets.
Mathia target: 50% (current percentage should 
be near 35%)



Seventh Grade PIB
Flores—Spanish Jenney—Science

Lavacek—Language Arts Rowley—Social Studies

Sims—Language Arts Sinsel—Math

Sinsel—Research Taylor—Research 

Van Horn—Math

Next week students will be learning to 
confidently describe their opinions about various 
household chores that they do. Parents and 
guardians, beware. If you understand Spanish, 
you might be hearing some well-worded 
complaints from your kiddos!

This week in science we are learning about 
molecules and extended structures (think 
crystals) and the students will have a test on the 
11th.

Students will be nominating their "Word of the 
Year." They will do a little research on the word, 
develop an argument for their word, and create a 
presentation exhorting the importance of their 
word. Then we will all celebrate the end of 2020!

We have a political map quiz of most the Latin 
American countries on Wednesday. The kids 
should have a map they labeled, a mnemonic 
they created, and access to online games with 
which to practice.

Next week, we'll continue our poetry unit. We’ll 
read a variety of types and poets, and we’ll look 
at how poetry influences culture.

Next week, students will dive into making 
mathematical inferences. This is a fun, real life 
application topic! Remember that 50% of 
Mathia is due by January 20.

Research students are well into their 
Genius Hour and History Day personal 
projects! Next week, we'll focus on giving time 
in class for both Mathia and personal project 
work.

In our research using a model UN, students 
campaigned to have the 2022 World's Fair in 
their country. Next week we will be researching 
climate change.

Mathia target: 50% (current percentage 
should be near 35%)

We will be working on Module 4 Topic 2: Compound Probability.  Our test will be on Friday, December 
18. Students need to have 50% of Mathia completed by January 20. If students need extra help, please 
let me know and we can arrange a time for help.



Eighth Grade PIB
Callard—Research Flores--Spanish

Jenney—Science Lavacek—Language Arts

Lavacek—Research Rowley—Social Studies

Sims—Language Arts Sinsel—Math

Sinsel—Research Taylor—Math

Van Horn—Math

Students are working on the Pre-IB Personal Project: 
Choices are (1) Kansas History Day OR (2) a Genius Hour 
project of your own topic choosing. Please utilize 
resources posted in Teams and avoid 
procrastination. Most students are on track for MATHia. 
However, some students are losing ground. You should be 
at approximately 33% completion at this point in the year.

Next week students will be learning 
to confidently describe their opinions about 
various household chores that they do. Parents 
and guardians, beware. If you understand 
Spanish, you might be hearing some well-
worded complaints from your kiddos!

This week we are continuing our studies of 
waves. We will take a test on wave properties on 
Tuesday the 10th.

The trial of the century will have been 
recorded and our jury members will be 
deliberating to decide the fate of the narrator of 
"The Tell-Tale Heart." Students will read the final 
story of our Tales of Suspense unit.

Students will continue to work toward 50% 
completion of Mathia. They will also continue 
their research to develop a project over their 
self-selected topic.

Creating a plot diagram of 18 significant events 
for the Revolutionary War is the "test" for 
chapter 6. Students have been working on this 
since Tuesday, and it is due on Monday, 
December 7th.

This coming week, the eighth graders will work 
with “The Hitchhiker” by Lucille Fletcher. After 
that, we’ll wrap up our suspense fiction unit by 
crafting and presenting a suspenseful retelling of 
a story.

Math students will take a test over Solving Linear 
Equations and Inequalities on Monday. There 
will be a study guide posted in the Math 
Team. Later in the week, we'll begin our next 
unit on solving systems of equations. Remember 
– 50% of Mathia is due Jan. 20!

Research students are well into their Genius 
Hour and History Day personal projects! Next 
week, we'll focus on giving time in class for both 
Mathia and personal project work.

Students are finishing up a long unit on 
developing theorems based on triangle 
congruencies. We will soon be moving to Volume 
2 and beginning trigonometry.
Mathia target: 50% (current percentage 
should be near 35%)

We will be working on our supplemental unit from Module 2 Topic 3A: Systems of Equations.  We will try to finish 
this unit before winter break, with a test tentatively scheduled on Thursday, December 17 but the test may not 
happen until January. Students need to have 50% of Mathia completed by January 20. If students need extra 
help, please let me know and we can arrange a time for help.



Now that we know we are moving to all remote learning for the first nine-weeks, you should be 

considering how to help your student(s) set up a remote school space at home.

Here are some key considerations:

Space:

Your student does not need their own private office room, but they ideally would have a space that 

could be dedicated to their class work. An end of the dining room table, a TV table in the corner, a 

spot at a counter would all work. 

Distraction Free(ish):

Focusing at home may be a challenge for your student, especially if others are doing 

things far more interesting than simplifying equations or conjugating verbs. As much 

as possible, try to give your student as few visible distractions as possible. Having 

said that, school does not occur in a vacuum—there are noises from the hall, other 

students in class, bells ringing, announcements happening. Your student may 

benefit from not having it totally silent.

Supplies:

Just as in school, your student should have all the necessary supplies within arm’s 

reach. Text books, paper, pencil, crayons/markers, etc (see supply list) should be 

easily accessible. If a teacher says, “Take out a piece of paper and a pencil” this 

should not set off a whole-house scavenger hunt. You could even have them put it 

all in their backpack as if they were here at school. At least then it is all together 

and they can travel to another area of the house if needed. 

Movement:

Your student may be sitting at their computer for close to six hours in My School 

Remote. As much as possible, we plan to offer breaks that will encourage everyone 

to “step away from the computer.” During longer stretches of sitting though, in order 

to stay focused, your student may need to stand and stretch, change positions, 

maybe even move to another spot in the house. 

Arrangement for health:

It is recommended that the study space have a lamp, preferably with a warm-colored LED bulb, to 

reduce eye strain. Some feel this lamp should be on the non-dominant hand side of the space. 

Regardless of whether or not a lamp is present, adequate lighting will help with the eye strain.

You may also consider placing the computer in a position that the student does not have to 

continually hunch over to see. Long hours spent in a head-forward position is bound to cause neck 

strain - another reason to avoid attending school in bed or slouched on the couch. 
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Remote School Space
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Virtual Class Meeting Expectations

Microsoft Teams Meeting/Class Expectations (SRG Employability Skills)

1. Do NOT join the meeting until the organizer has started the meeting.

2. Attend class in an environment conducive to your learning (sitting up, dressed for school, 

minimal distractions) and supplies ready.  

3. We encourage you to have your camera on during direct instruction and interaction time.  You 

may blur/change to a school appropriate background when your camera is on.  During work 

time you may turn your camera off.

4. Use appropriate language with written and oral communications. Keep your comments 

respectful, clean and focused on class. 

5. Only use the “chat” feature when directed to during class time.  The chat is your classroom, 

think of it as what you would say if you were to raise your hand in class.  

6. Follow appropriate social media and computer/device usage etiquette as a student of 

Wichita Public Schools. 

7. Please refrain from any “silly” activity during class time that may detract from the short time 

we have together each week (e.g. costumes, silly backgrounds, turning your screen upside 

down, etc.). If you engage in inappropriate behavior, you will be referred to Robinson 

Administration and your parents will be contacted. 

8. Please be aware that all digital information you enter can be read by district personnel. 

Nothing is private.

What is a Microsoft Team?

Each of your teams is a “separate classroom” where your teacher 

will post class announcements, materials, assignments, 

everything you will need for that class.

The General Channel will be used for teacher posts and 

announcement.  Each student should respond with an emoji only 

to indicate they have read the post.

The Questions Channel will be used if you have 

academic/procedural questions about the class, you can ask 

them on the Questions Channel.  Your questions are important to 

us. Please ask non-personal questions here. Personal questions 

should be emailed to your teacher.

We will be using Microsoft Teams for our online classes during MySchool

Remote.  To access Microsoft Teams through the Rapid Identity portal, you will 

need to sign in with your studentid@usd259.net and your district password. You 

can download the teams app on your computer or phone/tablet or use access 

on the web. 
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Microsoft Teams Meetings Tips
Participants

See who is in the 

meeting

Settings
To change setting 

when you are in the 

meeting.

Microphone On/Off
Enter the meeting with 

your microphone off.  

Turn on when you 

need to talk to 

teacher.

Leave Meeting
When the class is over 

use this button.

Chat
Only use the “chat” 

feature when directed 

to during class time.  

The chat is your 

classroom, think of it 

as what you would say 

if you were to raise 

your hand in class

Raise Hand
To indicate you have a 

question for your 

teacher

Camera On/Off
We encourage you to 

have your camera on 

during direct 

instruction and 

interaction time.  You 

may blur/change to a 

school appropriate 

background when your 

camera is on.  During 

work time you may 

turn your camera off

Share Screen
Only share your 

screen if your teacher 

has asked you to.

Team Meeting Settings

Device Settings: If you need to change your camera or microphone 

settings

Gallery/Large Gallery/Together Mode: Different views available to 

see your teacher and classmates.

Apply background effects: You can blur your background or apply a 

filter for when your camera is on.

Turn on live captions: Live captions and subtitles for the event you are 

viewing.
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Microsoft Teams Settings

Team Meeting Settings

• Update Preferences:  Click on the image in the 

upper right hand corner.

• Change Picture:  Add either a picture of yourself or 

Btmoji so that when your camera is off, we can identify 

you.  

• Settings:  A few settings you may want to update:

• Click on Edit for Meetings, and change your 

meeting chat notifications to mute so that 

during the meeting notifications do not pop up.

Completing Assignments in Teams
Teacher Assigns A Document to Edit

Open in Microsoft/Download:  Complete the assignment as 

normal.  You will need to save the document to your One Drive, 

then add a the file to the assignment to turn it in. When you are 

ready to turn in, hit the Turn In Button in the upper right corner.

OR 

Open Online: Complete the assignment as normal.  Close page 

when assignment is completed, your file will save automatically 

to your SharePoint.  If you need access later, you can find it in 

the assignment or in the files tab in the Teams App. When you 

are ready to turn in, hit the Turn In Button in the upper right 

corner.
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Robinson Bell Schedule

Purple
Day

Gold
Day

Time

1st Hour 2nd Hour 8:00 – 9:30

3rd Hour 4th Hour 9:34 – 10:54

CHARGE 10:58 – 11:38

Lunch/Recess 11:42 – 12:22

5th Hour 6th Hour 12:26 – 1:46

7th Hour 8th Hour 1:50 – 3:10

Odd/Even Class Schedule



The Pre-IB Program is a comprehensive program with a rigorous liberal arts curriculum designed for the 

academically-focused student.  For a student to be successful, it is imperative that he/she be a consistent, 

dedicated learner.  Therefore, the Pre-IB staff requires the agreement of the following commitments:

1. I will actively participate in class daily by being prepared, listening effectively, offering relevant comments, and 

taking notes.  In short, I agree to meet the expectations set forth for each course.

2. I will work seriously to improve my academic and organizational skills.

3. I will schedule medical appointments outside the school day when possible and trips for recreation during 

school holidays, recognizing that daily attendance is crucial to success.

4. I will submit quality work in a timely fashion, including sending work to school if I have an "excused absence". 

This includes accepting responsibility for getting work in on time, completing tasks, and completing make-up 

work on-time.

5. I will demonstrate the highest degree of academic integrity. I understand that direct or indirect cheating 

(plagiarism) can be grounds for immediate removal from the program.

6. I will follow all rules of Robinson Middle School as outlined in the student handbook.  I will demonstrate the 

highest degree of behavior.  I understand that continued incidents of inappropriate behavior or suspensions 

from school can be grounds for immediate removal from the program.

7. I will fulfill all community service requirements:  6th grade:  15 Hours; 7th grade:  20 Hours; 8th grade:  25 hours 

(The following number of hours need to be completed by the first Friday in December:   6th grade:  10 Hours; 

7th grade:  10 Hours; 8th grade: 12.5 hours.) (Due to COVID-19 in the 2020-2021 school year, the hour 

requirement will not be required.)

8. I will maintain the required grade point averages:  6th grade:  2.7; 7th grade:  2.75; 8th grade:  3.0.

9. I understand that continuance in the Pre-IB Program will be determined by student progress, attitude, 

behavior and motivation.

10. If I leave the Pre-IB Program, I will return to my base school or seek admission to one of the magnet schools.

I understand that if I fail to meet the standards of the Pre-IB Program, either because of the quality of my work or 

because of my failure to perform as a serious learner, I will be withdrawn from the Pre-IB Program and I will return 

to my base school.
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PIB Program Agreement

I will demonstrate the highest degree of academic integrity. I understand that direct or indirect cheating (plagiarism) 

can be grounds for immediate removal from the program.

Examples of cheating:

• Copying from another student's assignment or test.

• Allowing another student to copy from your assignment or test.

• Posting assignments or tests to social media (Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, etc.) to share their work with others.

• Texting pictures of assignments with work displayed.

• Using materials (e.g., textbooks, notes, formula lists, etc.) during a test without the teacher’s permission.

• Collaborating on an in-class or take-home assignment or test without the teacher’s permission.

• Having someone else write or plan a paper/project/assignment for you.

Discipline Plan:

Academic Honesty

Step 1:  

• Both the “provider of information” 

and the “receiver of information” a 

“0” on the assignment. 

• Must redo the assignment

• Parents are contacted

• Letter mailed home

Step 2:

• Both the “provider of information” and 

the “receiver of information” a “0” on the 

assignment. 

• Must redo the assignment

• Student/Parent/Teacher Conference

• Student placed on academic probation

Step 3:

• Removal from the program
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PIB Contact Information

http://www.usd259.org/robinson/pib
The page gives team information.  A Weekly Newsletter (published Friday afternoons) will be posted.  

The newsletter will give information about topics of study and events for the following week.  To 

access classroom websites you will need to use your Parent/Student Vue account.

If you wish to contact any of the Pre-IB teachers with questions please 

note the following contact information.  You can leave a message by 

phone for any teacher at 973-8600.

Berry, Kathleen 
6th Grade Math & Science

Email:  kberry@usd259.net

Brown, Kristin
6th Gr. Language Arts & Social Studies

Email:  kbrown12@usd259.net

Callard, Tracy
6th Grade Language Arts

6th, 7th and 8th Grade Research

Email:  tcallard@usd259.net

Flores, Tara
7th and  8th Grade Spanish

Email:  tflores@usd259.net

Jenney, Charles 
7th and  8th Grade Science

Email:  cjenney@usd259.net

Lavacek, Molly 
7th and  8th Grade Language Arts

8th Grade Research

Email:  mlavacek@usd259.net

Polson, Elizabeth 
6th Grade Spanish

Email:  epolson@usd259.net

Rowley, Michele 
7th and  8th Grade Social Studies

Email:  mrowley@usd259.net

Sims, Katherine 
7th and  8th Grade Language Arts

Email:  ksims@usd259.net

Sinsel, Jennifer 
7th and  8th Grade Math

7th and 8th Grade Research

Email:  jsinsel@usd259.net

Taylor, Mike
6th and  8th Grade Math

6th and 7th Grade Research

Email:  mtaylor4@usd259.net

Van Horn. Denise 
Team Leader

7th and  8th Grade Math

Email:  dvanhorn@usd259.net

Website


